CLASS OF SERVICE
This is a full-rate Telegram or Cablegram unless its deferred character is indicated by a suitable symbol above or preceding the address.

SYMBOLS
DL = Day Letter
NL = Night Letter
LC = Deferred Cable
NLT = Cable Night Letter
Ship Radiogram

WESTERN UNION
A. N. WILLIAMS
PRESIDENT

THE FILING TIME SHOWN IN THE DATE LINE ON TELEGRAMS AND DAY LETTERS IS STANDARD TIME AT POINT OF ORIGIN. TIME OF RECEIPT IS STANDARD TIME AT POINT OF DESTINATION.

FWA64DB82
D. NB253 22 SER=WUX NEW YORK NY 16 410P
AMON CARTER=
STAR TELEGRAM FTW=

REGRET TO ADVISE NO FIRST FLIGHT COVERS BEING CARRIED ON BERLIN FLIGHT STILL WORKING TO CHANGE THIS AND WILL ADVISE IF SUCCESSFUL=

WILLIS G LIPSCOMB AMERICAN AIRLINES INC.

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE